Imperial Divisions of Labor together; she thinks that is just the strength which she needs in her kitchen and would not be afraid of overworking."2 Positive accounts of Chinese immigrants, as both a vital workforce for domestic labor and as dedicated practitioners of the various tasks that this work required, were by no means isolated to the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The novelty that employers attached to male Chinese servants during this period aside, attempts to reconfigure the gendered division of household labor corresponded structurally to American and British imperial expansion into lands that bordered the Pacific Ocean, regions that are referred to collectively as Anglophone Pacific settler societies in this chapter.3 A letter to the editor of the Adelaide-based Southern Australian Advertiser in June 1875, for instance, chastised members of the Parliament of South Australia for jeering a colleague who had proposed recruiting Chinese migrants as a way to alleviate local labor shortages. Noting that Chinese servants were valued globally, wherever they were employed, the writer praised them for also being "the most tractable servants," whose flexibility made them especially valuable in locales where domestic work could require everything from cooking a formal meal to chopping wood. Since it was "evident that the immigrants from Europe shun these occupations if they can find anything else to do," the author concluded, it was absurd to oppose "the introduction of Chinese."4
